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Greetings 

I clearly spoke too soon last month about Bloom activities getting back to normal 
after the floods and terrible weather.  The rain continued through March and then we 
had the Coronovirus.  Unfortunately, all of this year’s Britain in Bloom activities have 
been cancelled and we have to keep our distance from each other.  So much for 
Social Gardening.   Thank goodness for technology.   It seems that now would be the 
time for people to ask questions and share ideas with other groups.  Especially if you 
are a new group, you may have questions about how it all works.  Send in your 
questions to the Newsletter and we will try to answer them.  More experienced 
groups will be able to tell us about their experiences.  It also means that everyone 
will be well prepared for next year’s campaign.   
Hoping to hear from you. 

Carol  
doctorcarolmiller@gmail.com 
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The therapy of gardening during difficult times. 

During this time of isolation, it could be easy to become lethargic and quite 
depressed whilst remaining at home. However,  if you have a garden then take the 
opportunity to spend some time each day pottering around outside, providing of 
course  that you are in a safe situation and at a distance from others!   The whole 
principle of therapeutic gardening is being outdoors and connecting with nature. The 
combination of fresh air, listening to the birds and physically working with plants 
makes gardening so good for our health and well-being, as we are intrinsically 
connected to nature.   Being outside and part of nature plays an important part in 
keeping us healthy.  Too much time spent in artificial surroundings has been proven 
to affect our mental well-being. It doesn’t matter if you only have a tiny garden. 
Getting out and relaxing whilst pottering about will work wonders for releasing stress 
and giving you a positive, optimistic feeling. 

Even just potting up plants, sowing seed or taking cuttings will give you great stress 
relief and also get your body, limbs hands and fingers moving. It is great cognitive 
therapy and watching crops grow will be good for maintaining optimism and morale. 
If you’re lucky to have a garden with a lawn then mowing is great physical exercise 
to give the whole body a work out, the same with hoeing, weeding and sweeping. 

Think of the time that you spend in the garden as a trip out of the house and an 
opportunity for a physical workout, as if going to a gym but with nicer floral 
surroundings!  It will help to give you something positive to focus on and if you’re 
able to grow some vegetables, then all the better!! 

Luckily we are heading towards the summer and the growing season which will give 
us the opportunity to get out and get gardening. 

Stay safe during these difficult days and keep on gardening. 

Paul Steed 

Horticultural Therapist. 



In our Questions and Answer interview this month, Helen Minovi, volunteer at 
Moseley Dovecote Garden, Birmingham,  tells us about her involvement in 
Britain in Bloom.  

How did you first become involved in Britain in Bloom? 
Growing up in a Worcestershire village with abundant fruit, vegetables, flowers and 
wildlife gave me a life-long interest in gardening (but I'm not that green-fingered).   

Tell us about your project and your role in it 
As a member of the Moseley Society Committee, I volunteered to help in the 
Dovecote garden.  I will always be grateful to the people who had the vision and 
drive to design and begin to cultivate an 18th century garden, to set off the historic 
buildings.  In the early days I was very much an under-gardener.  Week after week I 
just seemed to clean patches of soil or move big 
stones about. 
Eventually the design became reality with box-
hedged shrub and rose beds, a herb garden, a 
sensory bed and other features.  

What do you think are the best things about 
being involved in Britain in Bloom? 
For some years we have taken part in various 
Britain in Bloom initiatives.  It's great to meet like-
minded enthusiasts.  People are so generous 
with their praise and appreciation, and you get a 
sense of being part of a bigger plan, a part in the 
future. At a local level, it helps generate interest, 
pride, community spirit and  friendship. The 
Moseley in Bloom Open Gardens weekend and  
our It’s Your Neighbourhood entry are  the high 
spots of our gardening year. 

Do you have a favourite  plant?  Why? 
A favourite plant? Each season brings something 
delightful.  At the moment, the rhubarb is looking 
very attractive - and I like plants you can eat! 

If you would like to tell us your ‘in-Bloom story’,  please get in 
touch




Masefield Invaders ! 
Last summer Masefield Community Garden in Birmingham managed to get some 
funding to buy a camera trap, motion activated.  It can be moved to different places 
in the garden to capture images and videos of our visiting wildlife. We've seen foxes, 
badgers, mice, squirrels, robins, nuthatches, bullfinches, great tits and the list goes 
on. Like many community gardens unfortunately we also get visitors of the human 
kind,  intent on damage. Imagine our surprise when one week, after a break-in, we 
discovered our intruders had been caught on camera.  It was clear to see how they 
had entered the garden and,  dressed in hoodies and work gloves they certainly 
looked suspicious.  Suddenly 
one of them spotted the 
camera and dived out of sight. 
The second came quite close,  
working out what his friend 
had seen, before also ducking 
away.  The image we caught of 
the second intruder was clear 
enough for our local PCSO to 
have a good idea of who it 
was. She was able to go round 
to where he lived and 'had a 
word'. 
Here is a photo of a family of 
foxes. We welcome them even 
though they dig lots of holes. 
Anne Brookes  

Don’t forget to keep an eye on the RHS website for updates and 
ideas while we are apart. Have a look at:   
https://www.rhs.org.uk/get-involved/community-gardening/news/articles/rhs-community-
gardening-update?
utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=COVID-19%20update&utm_content=COVID-19%20up
date%20CID_268b123131aabe0767ded31d6f4767b4&utm_source=marketing%20enewslett
ers&utm_term=See%20our%20full%20coronavirus%20update 
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One rather sad aspect of this year’s cancellations is that possible new entrants to 
In-Bloom and It’s Your Neighbourhood will not have the opportunity to show off their 
achievements.  We definitely hope to see them next year.  The Crick Garden in 
Handsworth, Birmingham Is one such example. 

Crick started off as a gardening project over four 
years ago. Since then we have transformed some 
of the lands into a recycling area,  for composting 
and storing wood, pallets and tyres,  plant pots 
and other reusable items. We also have a wooden 
shelter for workshops and social meetings. 
Located in the heart of Handsworth, a densely 
populated, lively,  mixed community,   we are a 
sustainable hub for local people.  Crick provides a 
place to learn new skills,  exercise and improve 
mental and physical wellbeing through a range of 
specialised activities. 
Clean up Green up, is a new project which will 
transform a piece of Crick gardens into a haven 
for wildlife and an area for locals to sit, socialise 
and learn, creating a wellbeing space for future 
activities. We have recently planted a hedgerow of small trees. When they have 

grown they will be home 
to w i l d l i f e and g i ve 
privacy for visitors to sit 
and meditate, collect their 
thoughts or just be still. 
We wil l be instal l ing 
benches, bird boxes and 
bug hotels. These items 
should help improve the 
environment for residents 
and create an accessible 
g r e e n s p a c e w i t h i n 
walking distance from 
their homes. 

Jimoh Folarin 
Crick Community Garden 



Don’t forget to keep an eye on the RHS website for updates and 
ideas while we are apart. Have a look at:   
https://www.rhs.org.uk/get-involved/community-gardening/news/articles/rhs-community-
gardening-update?
utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=COVID-19%20update&utm_content=COVID-19%20up
date%20CID_268b123131aabe0767ded31d6f4767b4&utm_source=marketing%20enewslett
ers&utm_term=See%20our%20full%20coronavirus%20update 

You can also download the free magazine Grass Roots,  for RHS Communities at: 
https://www.rhs.org.uk/get-involved/community-gardening/grass-roots?
utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=COVID-19%20update&utm_content=COVID-19%20up
date%20CID_268b123131aabe0767ded31d6f4767b4&utm_source=marketing%20enewslett
ers&utm_term=Download%20for%20free 

Keep well everyone and please keep in touch. 
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